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Summary

A multimicrophone array is presented that can be used to approximate the frequency dependent
directional characteristics of an articial head. The desired HRTFs can be realised by a set of appropriate lters. Such a setup may be referred to as a virtual articial head. Virtual articial heads
are much more exible than real articial heads, since, e.g., the lters can be adjusted to match
an individual set of HRTFs. However, virtual articial heads are sensitive to small errors in the
characteristics and the position of the individual microphones. In the present work, the relevance of
dierent microphone topologies and the robustness with respect to positioning errors of the microphones is investigated. First, a method for optimizing the microphone positions based on a Golomb
array topology, which originates from number-theoretic considerations, is introduced. The method
successively computes a set of microphone positions with the possibility to vary the number of microphones without changing the general topology. Second, the robustness against positioning errors
is improved by applying a white noise gain regularisation constraint for the computation of the lter
coecients. It is shown by numerical simulations, for a two dimensional array, that both procedures
considerably improve the robustness.
PACS no. 43.60.Fg, 43.66.Pn

Introduction

Calculation of lter coecients w(ω)

The use of so-called articial heads, which are a

A

replica of real human heads, is common practice to-

D(ω, Θi )

day. Alternatively, the desired frequency-dependent

tion of arrival

beam pattern of human head related transfer func-

N-dimensional lter coecients

tions (HRTFs) can also be approximated by a micro-

number of microphones, can e.g. be performed by

phone array with appropriate lters (cf. for instance

minimising a least-squares cost function that connects

[5]). Such a setup may be referred to as a virtual ar-

the desired directivity

ticial head (VAH). The resulting directivity pattern

rectivity

of the VAH does not only depend on the lter coefcients but also on the number and the topology of

given

(two-dimensional)

directivity

depends on the frequency

Θi .

ω

pattern

and direc-

The analytical derivation of the

w(ω),

with N the

D(ω, Θi ) to the resulting diH(ω, Θi ). The resulting directivity H(ω, Θi )
in turn depends on the steering vector d(ω, Θi ) of
the microphones and the lter coecients w(ω),

the microphones used in the array. Thus, microphone
positioning is a crucial step in the setup of a VAH. In
this paper a method which originates from number-

H(ω, Θi ) = wH (ω)d(ω, Θi ).

theoretic considerations is introduced for a planar ar-

d(ω, Θi )

(1)

ray and compared to traditional methods with respect

The steering vector

to accuracy and robustness.

assuming omnidirectional microphones (i.e. the mi-

was derived analytically

crophones do not alter the directivity of adjacent microphones) and far-eld sound propagation.
In general, a chosen cost function can either be min(c) European Acoustics Association

imised for all frequencies simultaneously (broadband
optimisation) or separately for each frequency bin
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(narrowband optimisation). In the following computations the narrowband least-squares cost function

J(w(ω)) =

P
X

|H(ω, Θi ) − D(ω, Θi )|2

(2)

i=1
was used, where the parameter
ber of discrete directions

Θi .

P represents the num-

In [1] it was shown that

the minimisation of equation (2) with regard to

w(ω)

can be computed by

w(ω) = Q−1 (ω) a(ω),
Q(ω) =

P
X

with

(3)

d(ω, Θi ) dH (ω, Θi )

(4)

d(ω, Θi ) D∗ (ω, Θi ).

(5)

i=1

a(ω) =

P
X
i=1

Random Sampling method
The resulting directivity

H(ω, Θi ) of the VAH
D(ω, Θi ) and

pends on the desired directivity

dethe

number and the steering vector of the microphones.
If one assumes independent omnidirectional microphones (which is a fair assumption for an array
with small electret microphones), the steering vector

d(ω, Θi )

depends only on the relative position of the

microphones.
Assuming further there is a predetermined grid of
possible microphone positions, the best microphone
topology could be determined using a brute force approach, by computing a set of lter coecients and
the resulting

H(ω, Θi )

Figure 1. Procedure to nd a set of legitimate nodes according to [2]. The dotted black lines indicate a twodimensional grid orginating from a Golomb-ruler with order M = 10. Black crosses indicate chosen nodes and the
red lines show a shifted copy of the chosen nodes.

for each possible combination

of microphone positions and then choosing the one
with the lowest value of the cost function. This eventually would lead to the optimal microphone topology, but even with a moderate grid density, the time
required to probe all possible combinations of micro-

as many as possible dierent inter-microphone distances in all possible directions. Since the number of
microphones is limited, the topology of choice must
present a compromise between frequency- and directional accuracy. A topology that fullls the requirement of as many as possible inter-microphone distances in one dimension is the so-called Golomb ruler.
A Golomb-ruler is a numerical series that does not
contain any inter-mark distance more than once. A
possible method to expand this scale to a two- or
three-dimensionsional grid was proposed in [2]. The
procedure for determining a set of valid nodes according to [2] can be subdivided into seven steps:
1. Create

a

grid

using

the

same

one-dimensional

Golomb-ruler in both dimensions (see gray structure in gure 1)

phone positions is prohibitive.

2. Select a rst reference-node on the grid arbitrarily

Alternatively, one could generate topologies at ran-

3. Select a second test-node on the grid randomly

dom instead of systematically probing each possible

4. Copy and shift the topology along both dimensions

topology. This will be referred to as the Random

by all possible distances (see red structure in g-

Sampling method. In this study,

K = 10000

ran-

ure 1)

domly chosen topologies on a x×y plane within a

5. Check condition: Shifted nodes must not coincide

× 10cm plane were compared, and the one with

with more than one of the previously selected nodes

10cm

the lowest least-squares error was nally selecetd. The
number of

K = 10000

dierent topologies was cho-

sen as a reasonable compromise between all possible
topologies and computational cost.

within each shift
6. Keep the test-node as an additional reference node
if (5) is true. Repeat from (3) if (5) is false.
7. Repeat this procedure until all additional nodes
were tested or a desired number of valid nodes has

Golomb method

Since the reference- and test-nodes are chosen ran-

The microphone topology or, more specically, the

domly, the position and number of valid nodes may

inter-microphone distance determines the frequency-

vary with each new run of the method.

dependent beamwidth. A good base for an optimal

In general, the Golomb method is less computation-

broadband t to the frequency- and angle dependent

ally expensive compared to the Random Sampling

directivity pattern
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been reached.

D(ω, Θi ) would be a topology with

method.
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Regularisation
When the lter coecients

w(ω)

accuracy

of

parameter

E(CB)

the

are computed us-

ing eq. 3, it is known that very small changes of the

E(CB) =

microphone characteristics (gain/phase) and the microphone positions can drastically deteriorate the resulting directivity pattern

H(ω, Θi )

(cf. [1]). Even if

δ(Θi ) =

the microphone characteristics are known very accu-

positioning

methods,

the

error

was chosen, with

P
1 X
20 lg (|δ(Θi )|) dB
P i=1

(8)

ωM
1 X
H(ω, Θi )
.
M ω=ω D(ω, Θi )

(9)

1

rately (e.g. using a proper calibration), there could

the procedure more robust, regularisation techniques

Here, δ(Θi ) (eq. 9) is the ratio of the resulting
H(ω, Θi ) to the desired D(ω, Θi ) directivity, averaged
in critical bands (CB) with 50% overlap. ω1 and ωM

can be employed. A well-known regularisation tech-

indicate the lowest and highest frequency bin whithin

nique is the so-called diagonal loading (a special case

each CB. To further simplify matters, the absolute

of Tikhonov regularisation, see for instance [4]), in

dB-value of

which the cost function in 2 is replaced by

rections of arrival, resulting in

still be changes in the position of the microphones, e.g.
due to environmental parameters. In order to make

δ(Θi )

is averaged over all

P

discrete di-

E(CB).

As described before, even small positioning errors can

Jr (w(ω)) = J(w(ω)) + µ w (ω, µ) · w(ω, µ)
|
{z
}
H

(6)

W N G(ω,µ)

cause huge deviations in the resulting directivity (cf.
for instance [1]). In order to evaluate the eect of positioning errors, a uniformly distributed random shift
in

where

W N G(ω, µ) represent the so-called white noise

gain. The lter minimising the cost function in 6 is
given by

x−

and in

lute values of

y− direction, both with maximal abso|∆ xmax | = |∆ ymax | = 0.1mm, was su-

perimposed onto the true microphone positions. The
resulting errors

E(CB)

with and without positioning

errors are shown in g. 2.


−1
w(ω, µ) = Q(ω) + µ IN
· a(ω),

(7)

Within the application of a VAH, it seems advantageous to vary the number of microphones with frequencies since the directivity pattern is rather smooth

N × N -dimensional identity
matrix. The regularisation parameter µ has to be care-

at lower and rather peaky at higher freqencies. Thus

fully chosen, such that on the one hand it provides

per critical band while the microphone number is as-

robustness against microphone position errors and on

sumed variable. This characterisation will be referred

the other hand the resulting directivity pattern does

to as the best-case scenario, shown in g. 3.

where

IN

represents the

it is of interest to investigate the minimal error

E(CB)

not strongly deviate from the desired directivity pattern. A common way to choose an appropriate

µ

is

to impose a constraint onto the white noise gain, i.e.

Results and discussion

W N G(ω, µ) ≤ β . The parameter µ is derived by min2
imising (W N G(ω, µ) − β) , see for instance [3]. β ,

Eect of positioning errors

in contrast, has to be chosen manually according to

The resulting errors when using the Random Sam-

the expected error of the steering vector. In general,

β

pling method both with unbiased and randomly cor-

should be proportional to the desired accuracy and re-

rupted steering vectors are shown in the left column of

ciprocal to the resulting robustness. This means that

g. 2. Using the unbiased steering vector (top row in

lower

β

enhance the robustness at the expense of ac-

curacy and vice versa.

g. 2), the resulting error is relatively small (≈

1 dB),
≥ 3 kHz) and smaller
(N ≤ 12). This phenomenon

except at higher frequencies (f
microphone numbers

is reasonable, since the directivity pattern is peakier

Numerical Simulation

at higher frequencies, requiring more microphones to
adapt to it.

The
CAM

HRTF

of

1

database

subject
was

rectivity

D(ω, Θi )

plane

to

a

N

=

microphones

1005

used

pattern

hypothetical

as
in

from
the

desired

the

microphone

the

IRdi-

horizontal
array

with

When a randomised positioning error with an amplitude of

|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm is introduced, the

error deteriorates drastically (middle row in g. 2), es-

500 Hz ≤ f ≤ 5000 Hz and
N ≥ 12. These errors clearly

pecially for frequencies

4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24

microphone numbers

using

show that robustness needs to be improved more when

both

introduced

methods

for

microphone positioning. In order to compare the

many microphones are used.
The deterioration of accuracy due to positioning er-

1 The HRTF-database is avalable on http://recherche.ircam.fr
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Figure 2. Simulated accuracy E(CB) (eq. 8) of the virtual articial head, as a function of the number of microphones in the array. The left column shows results for the Random Sampling method, the right column for the
Golomb method. Top row: no articial positioning error, no regularisation, middle row: random positioning error
|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm, no regularisation , bottom row: random positioning error |∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm,
regularisation with β = 10.
positioning errors) is more critical at lower frequen-

in the right column of g. 2. The error obtained with

cies.

the unbiased steering vector is approximately equal
to that obtained with the Random Sampling method

2254

The resulting errors using the Golomb method with

(top row in g. 2). Thus, the Golomb method only

unbiased and corrupted steering vectors are depicted

achieves a small advantage (lower computing costs)
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Figure 3. Simulated accuracy E(CB) (eq. 8) of the virtual articial head, for optimal numbers of microphones per critical
band. The left column shows results for the Random Sampling method, the right column for the Golomb method. Top
row: random positioning error |∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm, no regularisation , bottom row: random positioning error
|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm, regularisation with β = 10. Note that the ordinate scale is smaller than in the top row. The
microphone-number that leads to each minimal error is indicated by the color.
N ≤ 12

compared to the Random Sampling method when it

fact that the Golomb topology with

is reasonable to assume a perfectly unbiased steering

unfavourable spatial distribution. In fact the spatial

vector.

distribution of the Golomb topology was only moni-

However, the errors of both positioning methods
become
assumed

much
to

larger

have

a

when

the

random

|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm

steering

positioning

vector

is

error

of

(middle row in g. 2). In

this case, the directivity pattern using the Golomb
method seems to be more robust compared to the directivity pattern using the Random Sampling method,
according to the error metric

E(CB).

More speci-

cally, the error is smaller with the Golomb method

500 Hz ≤ f ≤ 5000 Hz and micronumbers N ≥ 12. These regions appear to be

at frequencies
phone

particularly aected by positioning errors. Moreover,
the Golomb method enables a wider frequency range
with smaller error.

microphones (N

N = 24.

On that score the error using the

Golomb method probably would have been smaller if
the spatial distribution of the topology would have
been monitored for each single microphone number
successively.

Eect of regularisation
A further improvement can be achieved by applying the regularisation as in equation 6 and 7, see
bottom row in g. 2. It can be seen that regularisation reduces the error, especially for microphone

N ≥ 12. Relating to a positioning-error of
|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm, the parameter β = 10
numbers

seems to be appropriate since this regularisation im-

However, the Golomb method seems to be disadvantageous for frequencies

tored for

has an

f ≥ 5

≤ 12)

proves robustness and does not deteriorate accuracy

kHz when only a few

for higher frequencies considerably. With greater posi-

are used. This points to the

tioning errors, robustness may be improved by using
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Therefore,
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should be adjusted for the

expected errors, to optimise the trade-o between robustness and accuracy.

Best-case scenarios: optimal number of microphones per critical band
As could be seen above, the optimal number of micro-
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tting process. As could be expected, the best-case
error becomes smaller when the regularisation with

β = 10 is applied using the same
|∆ xmax |, |∆ ymax | ≤ 0.1mm.

positioning error of

It should also be noted that only the topologies derived with the Golomb method enable to achieve the
depicted minimal error with a xed setup (by setting corresponding lter coecients to zero), because
the small-number topologies are a subset of the largenumber topologies.

Conclusions
A method for optimising the positioning of microphones for a virtual articial head (VAH), based on a
two-dimensional expansion of a Golomb ruler, is presented. This method is less computationally expensive
compared with heuristic methods. Topologies derived
using the Golomb method in general enable a smaller
error compared to the Random Sampling method in
general. A further advantage of the Golomb method
for the depicted application within a VAH is the variable microphone number for a xed setup.
The robustness of the performace can be considerably
improved applying a white noise gain constraint when
positioning errors occur. The crucial parameter for
this regularisation

β

needs to be optimised for the

expected positioning error individually.
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